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During the course of this presentation, we may make forward-looking statements regarding future events or 
the expected performance of the company. We caution you that such statements reflect our current 
expectations and estimates based on factors currently known to us and that actual events or results could 
differ materially. For important factors that may cause actual results to differ from those contained in our 
forward-looking statements, please review our filings with the SEC.

The forward-looking statements made in this presentation are being made as of the time and date of its live 
presentation. If reviewed after its live presentation, this presentation may not contain current or accurate 
information. We do not assume any obligation to update any forward-looking statements we may make. In 
addition, any information about our roadmap outlines our general product direction and is subject to change 
at any time without notice. It is for informational purposes only and shall not be incorporated into any contract 
or other commitment. Splunk undertakes no obligation either to develop the features or functionality 
described or to include any such feature or functionality in a future release.

Splunk, Splunk>, Listen to Your Data, The Engine for Machine Data, Splunk Cloud, Splunk Light and SPL are trademarks and registered trademarks of Splunk Inc. in 
the United States and other countries. All other brand names, product names, or trademarks belong to their respective owners. © 2018 Splunk Inc. All rights reserved.

Forward-Looking Statements

THIS SLIDE IS REQUIRED FOR ALL 3 PARTY PRESENTATIONS.
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Introductions and 
Agenda
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| rest /services/speakerinfo

Anthony Tellez, CISSP, CEH, CDNA, Sec+
atellez@splunk.com / @anthonygtellez
Staff Data Scientist, Machine Learning & AI, Splunk
▶︎ | where _time@Splunk > 4y
▶︎ Previous: U.S. Gov Contractor, Geospatial Analyst
▶︎ Specializations

• Cryptography
• Information Security – Red Team

Fact: Spends 80% of the year on a plane 
traveling globally.

Marquis Montgomery, CISSP, SSCP, GSEC
marquis@splunk.com / @trademarq
Sr. Staff Security Consultant, Splunk
▶︎ | where _time@Splunk > 5y
▶︎ Previous: Former Splunk Customer, Manager of 

Corporate Secuirity at MSSP, Security Architect
▶︎ Leads Global Enterprise Security Field Enablement 

@ Splunk

Fact: No longer spends 80% of the year on 
a plane traveling globally
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Agenda

▶Building Your Toolbox
▶Understanding Data Models, and the tools to access them
▶Explaining Security Use Case Patterns
▶Useful Patterns and the SPL that drive them
▶Key Takeaways and Q&A
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Building your Toolbox
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“Useful Weapons for your Arsenal of Security Analytics”
▶ URLparser

• Useful for deconstructing URLs in your data – giving you a wealth of useful fields to 
interrogate

https://splunkbase.splunk.com/app/3396/
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“Useful Weapons for your Arsenal of Security Analytics”
▶ Getwatchlist

• Useful for retrieving CSV data from any URL.
• The common use for this is retrieving domains or IP addresses to be stored in a lookup table 

and then using them in searches in events (watchlists/threatlists).
• You can leverage this capability for all sorts of things, not just threat lists – what information is 

available that will make your use cases smarter? Ideas:
• Centrally managed lookup tables for multiple search heads in your environment. 

https://splunkbase.splunk.com/app/635/
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“Useful weapons for your arsenal of security analytics”
▶ Splunk Security Essentials

• Incredible collection of Security 
Content from Splunk’s top Security 
SMEs

• Includes easy to approach 
descriptions of each use case, and 
of course, example SPL!

https://splunkbase.splunk.com/app/3435/
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“Useful Weapons for your Arsenal of Security Analytics”
▶ Automatic Search Add-on for 

Splunk
• Fantastic Add-on with Adaptive 

Response Framework capabilities 
that will automatically run searches 
and index their results, as an alert 
action of the original search

• Ideal for streamlining additional 
investigation immediately following 
a detection event

https://splunkbase.splunk.com/app/3837/
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“Useful Weapons for your Arsenal of Security Analytics”
▶ cim_validator

• Useful for validating all of your data 
is Common Information Model 
compliant

• This is super important!

https://splunkbase.splunk.com/app/2968/
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“Useful Weapons for your Arsenal of Security Analytics”
▶ Splunk Machine Learning Toolkit

• Macros
• Showcase Examples
• 300+ open source algorithms

• Classification
• Pre-Processing
• Anomaly Detection
• Etc.

https://splunkbase.splunk.com/app/2890/

… | fit <ALGORITHM> <TARGET> from <VARIABLES …>
<PARAMETERS> into <MODEL>
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“Useful Weapons for your Arsenal of Security Analytics”
▶ Analytics Toolkit

• Statistical Macros
• Threat based lookups
• Custom algorithms using 

ML-SPL API

https://github.com/anthonygtellez/analytics_toolkit

… | fit <ALGORITHM> <TARGET> from <VARIABLES …>
<PARAMETERS> into <MODEL>
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Understanding 
Data Models
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Splunk Docs

“A data model is a hierarchically 
structured search-time mapping of 
semantic knowledge about one or 

more datasets.”

What is a Data Model?
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Level Set: What is a Data Model?

▶ A useful feature of Splunk Enterprise to help normalize and accelerate Splunk 
Data. Data Model objects allow you to shape and query information without the 
need for old school searches that require indexes and source types.

▶ Old School SPL to get successful authentication events across data sources
• (index=windows_servers OR index=unix_servers) ((EventCode=4768 OR 
EventCode=672 OR EventCode=676) OR (sshd Accepted OR "Authorized to”)

▶ New School SPL to get successful authentication events across data sources
• | from datamodel:"Authentication.Successful_Authentication”

▶ New school SPL to get successful authentication results across data sources, 
quickly at scale
• | tstats summariesonly=t count from datamodel=Authentication where
(nodename = Authentication.Successful_Authentication)
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Level Set: What is Common Information Model (CIM)?

▶ The Splunk Common Information Model (CIM) is a shared semantic model 
focused on extracting value from data. The CIM is implemented as an add-
on that contains a collection of data models, documentation, and tools that 
support the consistent, normalized treatment of data for maximum efficiency 
at search time.

▶ The built in Data Models from the CIM Add-On are leveraged by all Splunk 
Premium solutions – you should use them if you are building Security Use 
Cases with Splunk. All of the common data models you need to get started 
are included.

▶ CIM Data Models leverage common field names, allowing for easy 
correlation across data sources and data types. 

▶ See Splunk Docs for details and more information: 
http://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/CIM/latest/User/Overview
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Deep Dive: | tstats

▶ Allows you to access summarized(accelerated) data via the lens of a Data Model. Try 
to use this as much as possible – this is how you will scale performance.

▶ Supports all of the stats functions to help you report on data (no raw data supported). 
Leverage these for statistics and retrieving values:
• | tstats count values(Authentication.src_ip) from datamodel=Authentication by 
Authentication.user, Authentication.dest

▶ Has a few useful attributes you really want to understand and use:
• summariesonly=t

• Allows you to control if we work in mixed mode or not (summariesonly gets you the perf boost)
• append=t

• Allows you to control if this generating command can actually be used to add data to the search 
pipeline. Essential for correlating multiple data sources. 

• where = index=“windows”
• Allows you to filter to a specific subset of data eg: data associated with a specific index, source, 

sourcetype. 

DEMO
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Ever Deeper Dive: | tstats

▶ See these slides from .conf 2017 from David Veuve
▶ https://conf.splunk.com/files/2017/slides/searching-fast-how-to-start-using-

tstats-and-other-acceleration-techniques.pdf
▶ Much more detail on how data is indexed, how raw data is stored, how 

indexed fields are stored in TSIDX, and how somebody had the idea to 
use the lexicon as a field value store. 

▶ Just remember, you need Data Models first, then summary acceleration 
turned on. 

▶ When you build security use cases, leverage | tstats and data model 
summaries as much as possible – this is how you scale up. 
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Understanding Security 
Use Case Patterns
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Understanding Security Use Case Patterns

▶ Essentially Security Use Case Patterns are my phrase for a way of doing 
something via SPL in a useful way.

▶ Requirements:
• Highly Performant SPL
• Leverages analytics that are accurate
• Simplifies correlation across data sources
• Can be used interchangeably across use cases.

▶ Examples:
• Detecting when a user visits a website for the first time == use case
• Detecting when a new remote host scans your website == use case
• SPL for detecting anything we’ve never seen before == use case pattern
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Useful Patterns and the 
SPL that Drive Them
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Pattern #1: Basic Correlation

How do I correlate a field across two different data types / data models?
▶ Example: Identify a server who has been subject to an IDS attack, and 

retrieve any outbound communications from that server
▶ SPL
| tstats summariesonly=t count from datamodel=Network_Traffic where [ | 
tstats summariesonly=t count from datamodel=IDS_Attacks by IDS_Attacks.dest | 
rename IDS_Attack.dest as All_Traffic.src ]  by All_Traffic.src, 
All_Traffic.dest

1. (subsearch) Find IDS DM Attack Targets (on our network) and rename 
them as All_Traffic.src

2. Using the hostnames/ips we have seen attacked, ask Network Traffic DM 
for counts of traffic events grouped by src (One of our machines recently 
attacked) and dest (some other host)
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Pattern #2: Count Against Static Threshold

How do I compare against a Static Threshold?
▶ Example: Identify a server who has been subject to an IDS attack, and 

retrieve any outbound communications from that server, filter to static 
requirement for minimum number of connections

▶ SPL
| tstats summariesonly=t count from datamodel=Network_Traffic where [ | 
tstats summariesonly=t count from datamodel=IDS_Attacks by IDS_Attacks.dest | 
rename IDS_Attack.dest as All_Traffic.src ]  by All_Traffic.src, 
All_Traffic.dest
| where count > 10

▶ Using example from last slide – but this time only alert me when the 
number of events is greater than 10.
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Pattern #3: Count Against Dynamic Threshold
How do I compare against a Dynamic Threshold?
▶ Example: I need to determine when something happens more often than normal, and I don’t 

know what normal is. 
▶ SPL

tag=email 
| search src_user=*@mycompany.com
| bucket _time span=1d 
| stats count by src_user, _time 
| stats count as num_data_samples

max(eval(if(_time >= relative_time(now(), "-1d@d"), 'count',null))) as recent_count
avg(eval(if(_time<relative_time(now(),"-1d@d"),'count',null))) as avg
stdev(eval(if(_time<relative_time(now(),"-1d@d"),'count',null))) as stdev by src_user

| where recent_count > (avg+stdev*2) AND num_data_samples >=7
▶ Notes

• Basically, we are finding email events with a particular filter, and then bucketing those events together to find 
recent_count, avg count, and std_dev for that filter, and then only alerting on event that break two standard 
deviatations and have a full weeks worth of data.
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Pattern #4: First Seen Detection

How do I know if I have seen this <ip/host/signature/user/url> before?
▶ Example: I want to know the first time someone connects a USB drive 
▶ SPL
sourcetype=win*security EventCode=<some event code>

| stats earliest(_time) as earliest latest(_time) as latest by user, dest
| eval isOutlier=if(earliest >= relative_time(now(), "-1d@d"), 1, 0)
| where isOutlier=1

▶ Notes
• Here, we are determining the earliest and latest time we have seen this user, 

dest combination, then we find out if the earliest time is within the last day 
(adjust as needed)
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Pattern #5: Quickly Search A Lookup Table

How do I retrieve a specific record from a lookup table?
▶ Example: I need to identify who my approved account managers are so I 

can use that information in other searches. 
▶ SPL
| inputlookup big_lookup_table.csv WHERE ACCOUNT_TYPE=“Privileged” 

▶ Notes
• This prevents you from needing to create a separate lookup table for every thing you 

need enrichment for. With the WHERE attribute, you can easily and quickly filter your 
lookup table request for what you are looking for.

• Combine this with other patterns to efficiently optimize your use case. 
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Pattern #6: Compare Known List to Current Activity

How do I compare a list of known <ips/hosts/signatures/users/urls> to activity 
happening now?
▶ Example: I have a list of critical business application URIs I need to watch proxy 

logs for, what the most efficient way to do that?
▶ SPL

|  tstats summariesonly=t count from datamodel=Web where (
[|  inputlookup test_watchlist.csv
|  table watchlist
| rename watchlist as Web.uri_path]) by Web.src, Web.dest, Web.user, 

Web.uri_path

▶ Notes
• First we need a lookup table containing the uris to watch for – you can update this without 

messing around with searches, AND its reusable!
• Then we reference that lookup table using a subsearch and format it to match the relevant 

field name of the data model we are searching against. 
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Pattern #6: Compare Known List to Current Activity

How do I compare a list of known <ips/hosts/signatures/users/urls> to 
activity happening now?
▶ Example: I want to know when a service account is used in a Windows 

batch logon.
▶ SPL
index=domain_controller sourcetype=WinEventLog (EventCode=4624 OR 
EventCode=4625) LogonType=4 [inputlookup service_accounts.csv]

▶ Notes
• The lookup table needs to have a column with a field name that corresponds to the data 

found in Splunk. In this example, the column containing the service accounts should 
be called “user” for this search to work. Splunk will append each user with an OR 
automatically and then run the resulting search against the raw data for you. 
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Pattern #7: Tune Out False Positives

▶ What is the *best* way to tune out false positives?
▶ Well, it depends. 

• Verify the accuracy of your search
• Use Confidence Checking to ensure your data meets your expectations (i.e. ensuring # of 

data samples in pattern #3)
• Leverage a summary index where other things must happen in concert there first and then 

your actual alert is based off those things happening in concert
• Finally - Leverage NOT in SPL  or a NOT subsearch lookup table to exclude one-off bad 

values, but USE SPARINGLY. NOT is expensive!
|  tstats summariesonly=t count from datamodel=Web where NOT (

[|  inputlookup test_watchlist.csv
|  table watchlist
| rename watchlist as Web.uri_path]) by Web.src, Web.dest, Web.user, 

Web.uri_path
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Pattern #8: How Can I Avoid Using | Join for Correlation

▶ What is the *best* way to not use join for correlation?
▶ Well here’s one way:
▶ SPL

| tstats prestats=t summariesonly=t allow_old_summaries=t count(Malware_Attacks.src) from 
datamodel=Malware where Malware_Attacks.action=allowed groupby Malware_Attacks.dest
| tstats prestats=t append=t summariesonly=t allow_old_summaries=t count(IDS_Attacks.src) 
from datamodel=Intrusion_Detection groupby IDS_Attacks.dest
| tstats prestats=t append=t summariesonly=t allow_old_summaries=t dc(Authentication.dest) 
from datamodel=Authentication groupby Authentication.src
| rename Malware_Attacks.dest as dest IDS_Attacks.dest as dest Authentication.src as dest
| stats count(Malware_Attacks.src) as malware_sources count(IDS_Attacks.src) as 
ids_sources dc(Authentication.dest) as authentication_destinations by dest
| where malware_sources > 1 OR ids_sources > 1 AND authentication_destinations > 3

▶ Notes
• This is a bonus example, that is also an advanced lateral movement detection use case J
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Pattern #9: Detecting Randomness

▶ How do I detect any randomness in <insert field here>?
• Examples of use cases could be detecting Dynamically Generated Domains or randomly 

generated process names. 
▶ URLToolbox ut_shannon Shannon Entropy capability
▶ Random Process Name Example
sourcetype=win*security EventCode=4688 Users New_Process_Name=*\Users\* | 
stats count by New_Process_Name,host | lookup ut_shannon_lookup word as 
New_Process_Name | rename ut_shannon as "Shannon Entropy Score" 
New_Process_Name as Process,host as Endpoint

▶ Splunk Security Essentials has examples!
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Pattern #9: Detecting Randomness #2
▶ How do I detect any randomness in <insert field here>?

• Examples of use cases could be detecting Dynamically Generated Domains or randomly generated process 
names. 

▶ URLToolbox ut_shannon Shannon Entropy capability
▶ Dynamically Generated Domain Example
| tstats `summariesonly` count from datamodel=Network_Resolution where (DNS.record_type=A 
OR DNS.record_type=AAAA) NOT (`cim_corporate_web_domain_search(DNS.query)`) AND 
source!="stream:Splunk_*"  by _time span=1s DNS.src DNS.query
| `drop_dm_object_name(DNS)`
| rename query as dns_query
| rex field=dns_query ".*?(?=[^\.]+\.\w+)(?<domain>[^\.]+\.\w+)$"
| lookup alexa_lookup_by_str domain OUTPUTNEW rank as alexa_rank
| where isnull(alexa_rank)
| `ut_shannon(dns_query)`
| where ut_shannon>3.9
| stats count latest(_time) as _time values(dns_query) values(ut_shannon) dc(src) as 
src_count values(src) by domain

▶ Another bonus use case, just for you J
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Shannon Entropy for DGA Hunting

▶What is Shannon Entropy?
• “… a measure of uncertainty in a random variable”

▶How does it help us find malware and 
anomalous
activity?
• The more random a string is, the higher its 

calculation of randomness.
• aaaaa.com (Score 1.8)
• Google.com (Score 2.6)
• Ic49f66b73141b5c1.com (Score 4.1)

• Domains and subdomains with high entropy are 
good indicators of malicious behavior.

• We can filter to domains or subdomains with a 
score above 3 or 4.
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Shannon Entropy for DGA Hunting

▶ Cons:
• False positives

• CDNs like Amazon, Akamai, and others use pseudorandom generated subdomains
• Requires to you to keep a blacklist or whitelist of domains to reduce noise when hunting 

(but, relatively easy to do in Splunk)
• Malware evolves

• Locky & others using shorter subdomains or domains to reduce randomness, reducing 
entropy score

Results of HTTP/DNS Entropy Scoring
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Randomness Algo
Basic Idea
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Where do you Build Baselines From?
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Using the Frequency Baselines
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Pattern #10: Searching on the Fly

▶ I need to build a search on the fly and then search my data with it to find the things.. 
How can I do that?

▶ Explanation
• You can use Splunk to generate a Splunk search, and then run it, in one search. 
• Yes you heard me right. This is different from finding key/value pairs to look for – we are actually 

passing SPL.
• Example: I need to generate the parameters of multiple Splunk commands, so a subsearch won’t 

work alone. 
▶ SPL

index=_internal 
[ | makeresults 1
| eval im_looking_for_this="sourcetype=splunkd" 
| rename im_looking_for_this AS search ]

|  head 10
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Pattern #11: Lookup Caching

▶ I need to automatically generate a list of things that I will use in searches later.
▶ Examples:

• Lists of approved administrative accounts
• Accounts that will be leaving the organization soon
• Third Party Contractors
• Hosts that have crossed a High Risk threshold

▶ SPL
index=my_special_data sourcetype=important_machines | stats count by 
machine_name | table machine_name | outputlookup create_empty=f 
override_if_empty=f my_special_machines.csv

• Protip: make this a scheduled search!
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Pattern #12: Time Series Analysis
▶ I want to detect someone <doing something more than they normally have in the past>.
▶ Examples:

• Detect someone who is
• Logging in to more servers than normal
• Printing more files than normal
• Uploading more data than normal

▶ SPL
index=windows OR index=login user=*
| bin span=1d _time | stats dc(host) as count by user _time 
| stats max(eval(if(_time >= relative_time(now(), "1d"), count, null))) as latest avg(eval(if(_time < relative_time(now(), "-
1d"),count,null))) as average, stdev(eval(if(_time < relative_time(now(), "-1d"),count,null))) as stdev
by user
| where latest>stdev+average

▶ Notes
• Bin time, relative time are totally adjustable, as are your search parameters and your key field. 
• This method utilizes the simple but powerful stddev approach, which is most useful for events that happen frequently. 

If your use case applies to actions that are not very frequent, a more advanced machine learning approach is better.
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Chebyshev's Inequality

▶ “In probability theory, Chebyshev's 
inequality (also called the Bienaymé-Chebyshev 
inequality) guarantees that, for a wide class 
of probability distributions, no more than a certain 
fraction of values can be more than a certain 
distance from the mean. Specifically, no more than 
1/k2 of the distribution's values can be more 
than k standard deviations away from the mean (or 
equivalently, at least 1−1/k2 of the distribution's 
values are within k standard deviations of the 
mean).” – Wikipedia

▶ “In practical usage, in contrast to the 68–95–99.7 
rule, which applies to normal distributions, 
Chebyshev's inequality is weaker, stating that a 
minimum of just 75% of values must lie within two 
standard deviations of the mean and 89% within 
three standard deviations.[1][2]”

Assumes your data is not normal

https://www.splunk.com/blog/2018/01/19/cyclical-statistical-forecasts-and-anomalies-part-1.html
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Forecasting PCR 

▶ Predict the next 3 days of traffic flow based on 5 weeks data with a 90% 
confidence interval, normalized around the average PCR ratio:

index=suricata event_type=flow  
| `pcr(bytes_in,bytes_out)`
| timechart span=10m avg(pcr_ratio) as avg_pcr_ratio 
| `forecast5w(avg_pcr_ratio,90.0,+1d,3)`

Crystal Ball forecasting for entity analysis

https://www.splunk.com/blog/2018/02/05/cyclical-statistical-forecasts-and-anomalies-part-2.html
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Forecasting PCR 

▶ Store prediction into a summary index
▶ Store actual metric in to the same summary index or compare in real time
▶ Compare observation to prediction

• Alert when observation is outside the upper or lower bounds of the prediction

Compare prediction to observation for anomaly detection 

https://www.splunk.com/blog/2018/03/20/cyclical-statistical-forecasts-and-anomalies-part-3.html
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Pattern #13: Peer Group Analysis
▶ I want to detect someone <doing something that their peers don’t do>
▶ Examples:

• Detect someone who is
• Logging in to more servers than others

• Printing more files than others

• Uploading more data than others
• Logged in to a server for the first time that others also haven’t logged in to before

▶ SPL
sourcetype=win*security 
| stats earliest(_time) as earliest latest(_time) as latest by user, dest
| inputlookup append=t sample_cache_group.csv
| stats min(earliest) as earliest max(latest) as latest by user, dest
| outputlookup sample_cache_group.csv
| lookup peer_group.csv user OUTPUT peergroup
| makemv peergroup delim="," 
| multireport

[| stats values(*) as * by user dest ] 
[| stats values(eval(if(earliest>=relative_time(now(),"-1d@d"),dest ,null))) as peertoday

values(eval(if(earliest<relative_time(now(),"-1d@d"),dest ,null))) as peerpast by peergroup dest ] 
| eval user=coalsce(user, peergroup) 
| fields - peergroup
| stats values(*) as * by user dest
| where isnotnull(earliest) 
| isOutlier= if(isnotnull(earliest) AND earliest>=relative_time(now(),"-1d@d") AND isnull(peerpast),1,0)
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Clustering!
Finding fraud and outliers
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Pattern #14: Numeric Clustering with MLTK
▶ I don’t know what is normal and what isn’t normal, as my user’s behaviors vary wildly – but I need smarter 

anomaly detection than previous patterns provide
▶ Examples:

• Modeling acceptable behavior within a major business application, like Salesforce
• Entity group analysis & market segmentation

▶ SPL
| inputlookup sfdc_aggregated_data.csv
| eventstats avg(*) as AVG_* stdev(*) as STDEV_* by USER_ID 
| foreach * 

[ eval "Z_<>" = ('<>' - 'AVG_<>' ) / 'STDEV_<>'] 
| fields - AVG_* STDEV_* 
| fillnull
| fit PCA k=5 Z_* 
| fit KMeans k=5 PC_* 
| eventstats max(clusterDist) as maxdistance p25(clusterDist) as p25_clusterDist p50(clusterDist) as 
p50_clusterDist p75(clusterDist) as p75_clusterDist dc(USER_ID) as NumIDs count as NumEntries by cluster 
| eval MaxDistance_For_IQR= (p75_clusterDist + 12 * (p75_clusterDist - p25_clusterDist)) 
| where NumEntries < 5 OR clusterDist > MaxDistance_For_IQR
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Pattern #15: Missing Data

▶ I want to know when one of my security data sources go quiet
▶ Examples:

• A network partition has separated one of my data centers from my Splunk environment
▶ Broken Hosts App for Splunk

• https://splunkbase.splunk.com/app/3247/
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Key Takeaways
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Key Takeaways

▶ Focus on understanding the patterns that you find most useful, 
and then reuse them!

▶ Spend time learning the Splunk platform and adding useful things 
to your toolbox, and then turning them into more use case 
patterns to leverage in the future

▶ Take a look at the excellent Splunk Security Essentials app on 
Splunkbase that has examples of many of the patterns discussed, 
and a whole lot more!
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Q&A
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Don't forget to rate this session 
in the .conf18 mobile app

Thank You


